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Image Processing In Intelligent Traffic
Management
Ishaan Gulati and R. Srinivasan

Abstract: Traffic monitoring and traffic control have always
been challenging tasks. Intelligent Transportation Systems (ITS)
based on wide range of technologies have certain practical
challenges in their application and implementation. Video
surveillance has proven advantageous over traditional systems
based on inductive loops sensors and detectors for traffic
monitoring. Accurate traffic density estimation which is basic to
tackling traffic congestions requires detection of vehicles,
assessing their speed, and tracking vehicles passing through
surveillance zones. Image processing techniques require
processing of large number of image frames for real-time
applications in traffic management. More efficient and less costly
image processing techniques for accurate vehicle detection and
density determination are required for developing more effective
traffic management systems. There is a need for developing
algorithms with robust performance under heavy traffic loads
and varied environmental conditions. Developments in artificial
intelligence offer new vistas in image processing for regulation
and management of traffic by signal control mechanisms and
creation of neural networks for unhindered traffic flow.

Index Terms: Image processing techniques, Intelligent traffic
management, Traffic monitoring, Vehicle detection

I. INTRODUCTION
Exponentially increasing vehicular traffic has led to many
issues ranging from traffic congestions to increased incidence
of road accidents. Traffic jams confronted in metropolitan
cities hamper human routine and add to travel and
transportation cost due to extra fuel burning by stranded
vehicles at road intersections and highways. An intelligent
traffic management and continuous surveillance for real-time
monitoring of traffic are essential to seeking
information-based intelligent solutions to streamline vehicular
flow through reduced traffic congestion on roads [1], [2].
Accurate traffic density estimation is basic to tackling traffic
congestions for improvisation of traffic management systems.
This needs detection of moving vehicles, tracking of vehicles
and estimation of their speeds through surveillance zones.
Intelligent transportation systems (ITS) based on magnetic
loop, infra-red radar, microwave RADAR, ultrasonic and
video processing based sensors have been employed for
traffic management [3].
Vision based ITS have been widely used in traffic
regulation due to their proven advantages over traditional

methods of traffic control [3], [4]. Image processing systems
are based on motion detection of vehicles, wherein computer
vision algorithms extract vehicles from traffic video data for
traffic density estimations. Vision-based traffic control
systems have common basic architect of vision acquisition
and pre-processing for feature enhancement. Image
processing techniques have been widely applied for collecting
real-time traffic information about vehicle count and vehicular
movement. However, more efficient and affordable image
processing techniques based on robust algorithms are required
for accurate vehicle density determination under conditions of
varying day-night illuminations and heavy traffic load for
providing more detailed and complete information for traffic
engineering [5]. Thus, more efficient and less costly image
processing techniques based on vehicle tracking algorithms
with effective performance are required for accurate vehicle
density determination. More recently, self-learning algorithms
are being developed to provide efficient and cost effective
approaches in solving various vehicular problems to decrease
traffic load across various routes and road-networks. In this
context, deep learning, machine learning and big data
analytics solutions have been sought to make use of real-time
traffic data for prediction of traffic density of entire map area
to specifically suggest optional routes from source of
destination and adaptive signaling for development of smart
network traffic control systems [6], [7].
This paper briefly reviews various types of detectors in
applications for generating information about traffic,
developments in vision-based image processing techniques
considered as reliable and economical for intelligent traffic
regulation, and image processing based traffic monitoring
conjoined to machine learning with wide prospects in traffic
management.
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II. TYPES OF DETECTORS EMPLOYED FOR
TRAFFIC DETECTION
Automated traffic systems have employed various types of
detectors and sensors for applications in vehicle detection,
traffic surveillance, real-time traffic adaptive signal control,
commercial and emergency information services [8]-[13],
(Table I).
Ultrasonic, infrared, microwave RADAR and LASER
based detector systems require structured traffic and lane
discipline besides separate
systems for vehicle count and
traffic surveillance. Magnetic
loop technology unlike
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LASER based and RADAR systems is intrusive resulting
in road damage. Infrared sensors are more effected by fog
than video cameras in their performance. In overall
comparison, image processing techniques are more
efficient and effective as these techniques generate more
information about traffic, by combining surveillance and
traffic control technologies and are non-intrusive, easy to
install and scalable. Accordingly, vision based ITS have
attracted considerable attention for R&D in the last two
decades [3].

III. DEVELOPMENTS IN IMAGE PROCESSING
METHODS
Image processing involves signal processing with
photograph or video frame as input and image or
characteristic parameters of image as output. An image is
interpreted as two- dimensional signal by using standard
signal-processing techniques [14], [15]. The binary digital
data of image is used to extract relevant information after
image enhancement, edge enhancement and brightening [16].
A common architect of traffic control incorporates image
acquisition, preprocessing and density calculation [17].

Table I. Capabilities, strengths and weaknesses of various detector systems employed for vehicular traffic
monitoring.
Detector Type
Capability
Provides detection,
Inductive
presence, occupancy
Loop
and count of vehicles

Microwave
RADAR

LASER

Infrared

Strengths
Economical on unit cost
Mature, extensively used technology
Flexible design for large variety of applications
Performance not affected by harsh
environmental conditions of rain, fog and snow
Provides the highest accuracy for vehicle count
Commonly employed standard for accurate
occupancy measurements
Provides detection,
Compact size
presence, occupancy, No traffic disruptions during installation and
speed, classification road repairs
and count of vehicles Direct measurement of vehicle speed
Detection of
Provision for multilane function
stationary vehicles
Typically insensate to inclement weather
by frequencymodulated
continuous wave
microwave RADAR
Provides presence,
Installation does not need civil engineering
counting,
works on the road floor
classification and
speed of vehicles
Both active infrared
Day-night operation
and passive infrared Better performance than visible wavelength
detect presence and
sensors
passage of vehicles
Compact size

Ultrasonic

Provides presence,
occupancy, speed,
and count of vehicles

Multiple lane operation
Availability of experience base
Capable of detecting overweight vehicles

Magnetometer

Provides detection,
presence, occupancy
and count of vehicles

Installed in bridge decks and concrete surfaces
like pavements unlike loop detectors

Provides detection,
presence,
occupancy, speed,
classification and
count of vehicles

Provides living image of real-time traffic status
Covers multi-lane and multiple detection zones
in a lane
Wide area detection on collation of information
generated from different cameras located at
different places
No traffic interruptions during installation and
repairs
Low installation and maintenance costs

Video image
processing

Weaknesses
Traffic disruptions while installation and
maintenance
Prone to damage by heavy vehicular
movements and during road repairs

Trouble shootings of overestimating speed
and occupancy values
CW Doppler sensors cannot detect stationary
vehicles

Application limited to structured traffic
Reduced performance during low visibility
and heavy rains
Costly
No information about speed of vehicles
Thermal IR sensors have constraints
concerning operating temperatures
Only cool infrared detectors provide high
sensitivity
Reduced sensitivity under fog, rain and snow
Sensitive to noise
Difficulty in detecting snow covered vehicles
Attenuation and distortion by environmental
conditions -temperature, air turbulence and
humidity
Expensive
Installation by boring or cut in pavements
Limited applications in detection of stationary
vehicles
Medium cost
Costly equipment for transfer of real-time
video-image data
Separate algorithms required for day and night
traffic detections
Possibilities of discrepancies appearing
during traffic data transition
Performance prone to obscurants and heavy
atmospheric conditions.

Background modeling is done
following image acquisition
and pre-processing
for
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efficient detection of moving objects.
Different background modeling techniques have been
proposed: segmentation of dynamic scenes [18]; self-adaptive
average of current background and new image [19]; sliding
window concepts with frames in buffer for background
modeling [20]; probability density function approach to
generate good background image [21]; long-term average of
image-capture to dynamically select useful set of features
frame by frame in a time interval [22]; and multi-feature
model using Online Robust Principal Component Analysis
[OR-PCA) to build a robust low-rank background [23]. These
approaches have commonly employed frame difference and
background subtraction for detection of moving objects while
frame differencing detects only leading and trailing edges of
uniformly coloured objects. Similarly, labeling of only some
pixels on the object makes difficult discerning its movement
towards or away from the camera. Hadi et al. proposed an
approach for moving vehicle detection based on background
subtraction and
morphological
binary operations.
Consequently, background subtraction has been used by
feature extraction reducing voluminous data, matching of
template image and contour salience techniques for identifying
vehicles [23], [24], and mean shift algorithm and template
matching algorithm for tracking moving vehicles [25], [26].
These approaches have issues of fake vehicle detection in
background subtraction. However, vehicles feature detection
and mean shift calculation introduce memory and time
overhead to address issues of false-positive vehicle detection
[27].
Notwithstanding considerable improvements in image
processing techniques, available commercial software are
dogged by problems of inability to detect and handle vehicle
occlusions from camera view [28]-[30], limited functionality
in severe weather conditions [31], [32], undesired factors like
damaged road or white marks on the road surface and shadows
of trees and buildings and nighttime vehicle detection [33],
and overcrowded roads [34]. Another major drawback of
video analytic algorithms is the lack of inter-system
compatibility with already installed hardware, unless these two
components are products of the same manufacturer. Open
platforms like the Open Network Video Interface Forum
[ONVIF) have been devised but their applications are not yet
fully standardized as integration of products from different
vendors remains at basic level [35].
IV. VEHICLE DETECTION AND
CLASSIFICATION
Overviews of state-of-art algorithms have been proposed
for vehicle detection and classification [36], [37]. Trucks
and heavy vehicles have been counted and classified
according to their length using images from non-calibrated
video cameras [38]. However, dynamic background
subtraction method employed for counting numbers and
length of vehicles moving in a straight line extracted at a
particular point in the view does not work in heterogeneous
traffic scenes. Likewise, the adaptive background
subtraction have been used to detect moving vehicles using
their bottom coordinates and tracking before counting and
classifying them into small, medium and large classes of
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vehicles [39]. This approach for effective performance
assumes that at any given point of time a vehicle will occupy
only one lane. To eliminate complicated camera
calibrations, un-calibrated video cameras have also been
proposed for video-based vehicle detection and
classification system for traffic data collection to achieve a
balance between algorithm complexity and effectiveness for
real-time applications [40]. But these approaches do not
account for transient alterations in illumination in a scene
[41]. Invariant moments and shadow aware foreground
masks have also been used with computational efficiency to
count and classify vehicles using perspective projection of
scene geometry using Mixture of Gaussians model [42].
Similarly, cropping method has been used to minimize false
positives in detecting, tracking and estimating speeds of
moving vehicles by selecting the Region of Interest (ROI).
Parameters like position, height and width of vehicle instead
of features extraction have been applied with less
computation and memory for detection and tracking of
moving vehicles for easy adoption in traffic management
system [27].
V. VEHICLE COUNTING AND DENSITY
ESTIMATION
Motion detection in combination with vehicle detection
have been applied in background subtraction technique for
locational traffic density estimation [43]. Frame differencing
technique is used for detection of vehicle motion. Histogram
of the key region parts of two consecutive frames is analyzed
and compared with the derived threshold. Difference of two
1-pixel wide profiles extracted by median filtering is applied
to minimum 3-pixel-wide derived threshold profile of image
for detection of motion. Difference between these profiles
depicts displacement or motion of the object. However, the
technique is constrained by requirement for at least 3-pixel
wide profile of an image in key region along the road. The
road image is divided into subparts, followed by the
application of background subtraction technique for vehicle
detection. In Canny edge detection method [44], an adaptive
background subtraction is first done and then the method is
applied for edge detection of vehicle while considering all
neighborhood pixels for detecting edges of all vehicles
present in the image. Moore neighborhood algorithm with
Jacob’s criterion has been found superior to static background
subtraction technique for object detection. Kanungo et al. [45]
proposed to calculate real time traffic density based on live
video feed where traffic density is factored in decision making
process for regulating traffic lights without additional
hardware.
A comparative account of various methods employed for
vehicle count/density calculation is presented in Table II.
Table II. Algorithms of various image processing
techniques used for vehicle count/traffic density
estimations
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Technique

Image
Acquisition

Image
Processing

Density Calculation

Background
Subtraction

Camera
based
systems

Edge
Detection

Camera
based
systems

Grayscale
conversion
Conversion to
binary pattern
Erosion
Dilation
Image
conversion to
grayscale
Background
subtraction

Algorithm
proposed by
Kanungo et
al. [45]

Camera
based
systems

Grayscale
conversion

Motion detection by
analysis of two
consecutive frames
employing constant
background frame and
current frame.
Vehicle edge detection
by Canny edge
detection algorithm
Object count by
Moore neighborhood
algorithm
Vehicle density
calculation algorithm
and formula proposed
by Kanungo et al. [45]

Dual Method

Camera
based
systems

Image
conversion to
grayscale

Gradient
Method

Camera
based
systems

Image
conversion to
grayscale
Gamma
correction

Vehicles detection by
gradient magnitude
and direct subtraction
techniques
Using Canny edge
detector and gradient
based edge detection

Various algorithms using image processing techniques to
estimate traffic density extend certain advantages and
limitations (Table III).
Table III. Advantages and disadvantages of algorithms
used in image processing techniques for vehicle
count/density calculation

Technique
Backgroun
d
Subtraction
Technique

Advantages
Reasonably priced
Scalable

Edge
Detection
Technique

Cost effective
Scalability
Smoothing effect to reduce
background noise
Improved vehicle detection
efficiency
Reduced data storage and
transmission time
Relatively low installation
and maintenance
expenditure
Enhanced effectiveness for
reducing congestion and
waiting period
Relatively low installation
expenditure
Provides for occlusion
situations
Reasonably priced
Simple technique
Efficient based on Canny
edge detector

Algorithm
proposed
by
Kanungo et
al. [45]
Dual
Method
Technique
Gradient
Method

Limitations
Lacks robustness to
occlusion
Static background
insufficient to deal with
change in outdoor
environments
Lacks robustness to
occlusion
Time consuming
Sensitivity to
environmental variations

Sensitive to low light
conditions like overcast
sky and after

Complex method
Reduced performance
under low light
Limitations for night
applications
Deficit efficiency in image
matching for vehicle
count
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Techniques employed for road traffic density analysis
mainly rely on motion detection or background modeling and
subtraction to detect vehicles [10], thus limited by their
application only to free-flowing traffic scenes or scenes with
static backgrounds. Also segmentation results when used with
traditional static background subtraction method were not
reliable since changing illumination conditions were not
factored [46]. Therefore, dynamic background modeling
offered advantage of handling changing scene conditions [45,
46], though this method could not be used for stationary traffic
monitoring. In fact, many proposed approaches for traffic
monitoring have not been tested for performance under
dissimilar illumination conditions. Employing Approximated
Median Filter technique, which detects pixels corresponding
to moving objects, sufficient accuracy and reliability was
obtained in real-time vehicle counting in challenging
situations of low-resolution videos, rainy scenes and situations
of stop-and-go traffic [47]. Vehicle detection is tough task in
tunnels owing to poor illumination, reflected light and low
resolution in videos. Background subtraction and Deep Belief
Network [DBN) with three-hidden layer architecture was
introduced for vehicle detection in tunnels [48]. Nellore et al
found Euclidean distance superior to Manhattan distance and
Canberra distance techniques in vision based sensing and time
sensitive alert transmission within the sensor network for
prioritizing movement of emergency vehicles such as
ambulances, police cars and fire engines at road intersections
[49]. Computer vision-guided adaptive signal timing
Throughput and Average Waiting Time Optimization
[TAWTO) algorithm based on cluster counts of approach
roads was proposed for entry and exit of intersection
approaches for improved average waiting time and throughput
for traffic movement [50].
The machine-learning techniques can play a major role in
improving existing traffic controls as self-learning algorithms
to provide an effective and cost-efficient approach in solving
various vehicular problems to decrease the load on traffic
across the route. The traditional signal systems do not have the
ability to customize duration of green signal according to the
traffic scene and decide which lane needs more duration of
green signal on the basis of number or density of vehicles in
various lanes. The machine learning solutions have been
employed to provide predictive analysis of traffic in a given
area using supervised learning techniques to predict the
traffic densities of entire map area as per real-time traffic data
to obtain a bigger picture to reduce congestion of traffic on all
roads the city. The Distributed Reinforcement Learning
techniques have been used to overcome some disadvantages
of centralized synchronization of traffic control methods in
decision making for real-time control and guidance of traffic.
Thus machine learning techniques can provide dynamic
guidance and control solutions in improving the existing
traffic-control technologies for smart traffic control
management.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS
A continuous improvement
in automated traffic systems is
imperative to deal with traffic
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jams which have become a serious problem due to
escalating add up of vehicles in big cities. Vision-based
systems have proven more effective over other systems in
traffic management. However, most of these systems tend
to break down under heavy traffic density due to occlusion
which calls for developing robust algorithms to deal with
heavy traffic loads and various algorithms need to be tested
under varying illuminations of day and night under low,
medium and heavy traffics. Thus, development of more
efficient adaptive systems with multiple cameras installed at
road intersections and roadsides is essential to regulating
timings of traffic lights, analyzing traffic build up from
start-point to end-point besides localized congestions, and
synchronizing multiple traffic lights aimed at mitigating
traffic congestions for free traffic flow over large areas.
Development of algorithms for image processing techniques
for identification of emergency vehicles for prioritizing
their movement can also help eliminate requirements of
additional hardware such as siren based sensors and
radio-frequency identification tags. Further advancements
in video based traffic-flow detection can help in developing
increasingly robust, real time and intelligent traffic
management in optimized system structure. There is
enormous scope of image processing in traffic monitoring
and analysis for the future technologies. The biggest
challenge lies in integrating multitude technical specialties
into a unified approach with accuracy to achieve fail-safe
dependability of traffic management systems.
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